Abstract
Computed Tomography (CT) Image Reconstruction is an important technique used in a wide range of applications, ranging from explosive detection, medical imaging to scientific imaging. Among available reconstruction methods, Model Based Iterative Reconstruction (MBIR) produces higher quality images and allows for the use of more general CT scanner geometries than is possible with more commonly used methods. The high computational cost of MBIR, however, often makes it impractical in applications for which it would otherwise be ideal. This paper describes a new MBIR implementation that significantly reduces the computational cost of MBIR while retaining its benefits. It describes a novel organization of the scanner data into super-voxels (SV) that, combined with a super-voxel buffer (SVB), dramatically increase locality and prefetching, enable parallelism across SVs and lead to an average speedup of 187 on 20 cores.

Categories and Subject Descriptors I.4.5 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Reconstruction—Transform methods; D.1.3 [Programming Techniques]: Concurrent Programming—Parallel Programming

General Terms Applications, Algorithms

Keywords Multicore, Parallel algorithm, CT image reconstruction, MBIR

1. Introduction
Modern imaging systems increasingly use computation to form useful images from raw sensor data, and this integration of computation and sensing in computational imaging systems is among the most important trends in commercial, scientific, medical and security imaging. The classic example of a computational imaging system is X-ray tomographic imaging in which a volume is reconstructed from a set of projections.

Image reconstruction techniques generally fall into two categories: direct methods, such as filtered back projection (FBP), and iterative methods. Among iterative methods, Model Based Iterative Reconstruction (MBIR) [20, 22] has been shown to result in higher quality images in applications including explosive detection systems (EDS) [4, 5, 13, 17], medical imaging [20, 22], scientific and materials imaging [14]. MBIR can also work effectively with a wider range of scanner geometries, MBIR, however, suffers from a high computational cost. In typical applications, iterative reconstruction methods may require a factor of 10 to over 100 times the computation of FBP.

Broadly speaking, there are two approaches to MBIR: simultaneous methods [3, 4, 8, 21] and iterative coordinate descent (ICD) methods [18, 20, 26]. Simultaneous methods work by iteratively projecting an entire volume to be reconstructed into the measurement or sinogram space. Simultaneous methods, however, have a number of disadvantages. To speed up convergence, these algorithms must be used with preconditioning methods [1, 8, 16], which must be custom designed for each CT imaging system and geometry.

As an alternative to these approaches, ICD has been shown to have very rapid and robust numerical convergence for a wide variety of MBIR applications with various geometries, noise statistics and image models. Intuitively, ICD is fast and robust because ICD is a greedy optimization approach and each voxel (a single data point in the final image being reconstructed) is updated to best minimize the cost function, so there is tight feedback in the optimization process. In practice, ICD has been shown to converge in 3 to 6 iterations instead of the hundreds of iterations needed by simultaneous methods [4, 18]. While ICD has rapid convergence, currently it is believed that ICD requires operations that are more difficult to parallelize [10, 27]. Moreover, ICD exhibits poor cache locality because of the data layout which, as shown in Sec. 2.1, requires a 2D array of memory to be accessed in sinusoidal patterns.

Research in high performance CT image reconstruction can be summarized as addressing two challenges: (1) increasing the amount of parallelism, and (2) enhancing the locality of reference.
ence. The ICD algorithm presents significant challenges in meeting these two apparently competing goals. Early efforts to speed up ICD focused on parallelizing the algorithm by eliminating dependencies between voxel updates. Methods have been developed to find “loosely coupled voxels” sharing little or no data in common [19, 26]. By using loosely coupled voxels, it is shown in [10, 27] that, from an algorithmic perspective, updates of voxels could be done simultaneously with little effect on convergence rate. For example, in Table I of [10], parallelizing loosely coupled voxels leads to a convergence rate about 18% slower and a speedup of 2.3 times on 16 cores. Typically, loosely coupled voxels must be far from each other in the same 3D slice, or must be in different slices of the 3D volume. While the parallel updates of loosely coupled voxels eliminate the need for shared data, they also hurt cache locality since there is no memory reuse between any two distinct voxel updates. Alternatively, one might choose to update nearby voxels that are strongly coupled and share more data, thus leading to better cache locality. Strongly coupled voxels, however, will also have increased data sharing and lock contention across cores, negatively affecting parallelism. Therefore, a good solution must enable good cache locality while also enable good parallel executions.

This paper makes the following contributions:

1. It describes the performance issues inherent in MBIR;
2. It introduces and describes the ideas of the super-voxel (SV) and super-voxel buffer (SVB) to increase locality and prefetching;
3. It identifies and discuss available parallelism in MBIR;
4. It proposes a parallel super-voxel ICD algorithm (PSV-ICD) that simultaneously addresses the challenges of parallelism and locality;
5. It produces experimental results showing that PSV-ICD gives an average 1.4 speedup on a single core and an average 187 speedup on 2 Intel Xeon E5 processors with 20 cores in total.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review background information about CT and MBIR. In Section 3, we introduce the SV algorithm (SV-ICD/SVB) and its exploitation of cache locality and hardware prefetching. In Section 4, we investigate different levels of parallelism in high performance imaging, and introduce the PSV-ICD algorithm. In Section 5, we provide an evaluation of SV-ICD/SVB and PSV-ICD using datasets from an Imatron C300 CT Scanner, described in [5], in which we show the achieved performance gains and where they come from. We believe that other domains will benefit from these techniques, and in Section 6, we present a discussion of the broader application of these techniques to other problems. Finally, we present our conclusions in Section 7.
Modern processors access main memory by first transferring blocks of memory onto fast on-chip cache memory that is much faster than main memory. Cache lines are shown as short blue line segments in Figure 2. Notice that, for the most part, these horizontal blue cache lines only partially overlap the yellow or red line of memory that must be accessed. This means that most of the words in a cache line do not hold data for the current voxel update.

One additional observation is that each individual voxel corresponds to a sine wave with a different amplitude and phase. Since each voxel has a unique sinusoidal path, no single transformation of the sinogram data will align the cache lines with the sinusoidal paths in all cases. Also, the sinusoidal paths for different voxels will always overlap at some views, shown as blue dots in Figure 2. Therefore, any parallel algorithm that updates different voxels simultaneously needs to atomically update these intersection points. When the number of voxels to be simultaneously updated increases, there will be more intersections and more lock contention. This lock contention can limit parallel performance. For this reason, it is not surprising that grouped coordinate descent (GCD) [10, 23, 27], the most commonly known method for parallelizing ICD, has been demonstrated to only achieve a speedup of 2.3 on 16 cores.

2.2 Conventional ICD Algorithm

To better understand the key novelties of this paper, the central mathematical and algorithmic concepts of MBIR must first be briefly reviewed. MBIR is based on the numerical solution of an optimization problem described by

$$\hat{u} = \arg\min_{u \geq 0} \left\{ \frac{1}{2} (v - Au)^T D (v - Au) + S(u) \right\} \quad (1)$$

We consider the image \( u \) as a \( N \) dimension vector whose elements are called voxels and the data \( v \) as a vector of size \( M \) containing the CT measurement data. To relate this information with Figure 2, \( M \) is the number of channels times the number of views and \( N \) is the number of voxels in the image space. The matrix \( A \) is a \( M \times N \) forward system matrix of the scanner geometry, \( D \) is a \( M \times M \) diagonal weighing matrix containing the inverse variance of the scanner noise and \( S(u) \) is the regularizing prior function which depends upon voxels only. The system matrix, \( A \), encodes the geometry of the scanner, and each element \( A_{i,j} \) roughly corresponds to the length of intersection between the \( j^{th} \) voxel and the \( i^{th} \) projection. Since a single projection only intersects a small subset of the voxels, the matrix \( A \) is very sparse and is typically either pre-computed and stored as a sparse matrix or computed on the fly. The diagonal matrix \( D \) is also pre-computed from the data so that each element, \( D_{i,i} \), corresponds to the inverse variance of the measurement \( v_i \). In the rest of this paper, diagonal entry \( D_{i,i} \) is abbreviated as \( d_i \). The ICD algorithm for solving equation (1) works by updating each voxel in sequence to minimize the overall cost function while keeping the remaining voxels fixed. Formally, the update of the selected voxel \( u_j \) is given by

$$\hat{u}_j = \arg\min_{u_j \geq 0} \left\{ \frac{1}{2} (v - Au)^T D (v - Au) + S(u) \right\} \quad (2)$$

In practice, the computation associated with the term \( S(u) \) is negligible in the ICD update because it only includes a small number of local operations. So we will focus on the remaining quadratic term. Direct implementation of the ICD algorithm using the above formula requires the evaluation of the term \( v - Au \) with each voxel update. Fortunately, there is a simple method for speeding up the computation by keeping a state variable to store this error term \( e = v - Au \). In order to update the voxel \( u_j \), however, it is necessary to evaluate terms involving the corresponding \( j^{th} \) column of the matrix \( A \). More specifically, in order to compute an ICD update of voxel \( u_j \), it is necessary to compute the first two derivatives.
of the cost function. The expressions for these two derivatives, denoted by $\theta_1$ and $\theta_2$, are given by

$$\theta_1 = -\sum_{i=1}^{M} d_i A_{ij} e_i$$

$$\theta_2 = \sum_{i=1}^{M} d_i A_{ij}^2$$

where $e_i$ is the $i^{th}$ element in the error term. One can then write the minimization of the 1-D objective function for $u_j$ explicitly as

$$u_j \leftarrow \arg\min_{r \geq 0} \left\{ \theta_1 r + \frac{\theta_2 (r - \tilde{u}_j)^2}{2} + f(r, u_{\theta_j}) \right\}$$

where $\tilde{u}_j$ is the $j^{th}$ voxel’s value before the update, and $f(r, u_{\theta_j})$ is some function of the eight neighbors of the voxel $u_j$. In addition, we sometimes skip the update of voxels in a process called “zero-skipping.” Zero-skipping can be used to speed up convergence and it is typically performed whenever a voxel and all its 8 neighbors are zero [26].

**Algorithm 1 Voxel Update ($j, u, c, d$)**

1: $\tilde{u}_j \leftarrow u_j$
2: $\theta_1 = \sum_{i=1}^{M} d_i A_{ij} e_i$
3: $\theta_2 = \sum_{i=1}^{M} d_i A_{ij}^2$
4: $u_j \leftarrow \arg\min_{r \geq 0} \left\{ \theta_1 r + \frac{\theta_2 (r - \tilde{u}_j)^2}{2} + f(r, u_{\theta_j}) \right\}$
5: $e \leftarrow e + A_{\theta_j} (u_j - \tilde{u}_j)$

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo code for the voxel update algorithm from [26]. The first step is to copy the voxel value to a local register $\tilde{u}_j$. We compute $\theta_1$ and $\theta_2$ using the formulas in Equation 3 and 4. Then we compute the voxel’s updated value $u_j$ efficiently by solving a 1-D optimization problem [26] in the Equation 5. Finally, we update the error term by forward projecting the update step $u_j - \tilde{u}_j$. When implemented properly [26], the computation of Algorithm 1 is dominated by steps 2, 3, and 5. The remaining steps typically represent a negligible amount of additional computation. Each iteration of the conventional ICD algorithm updates a voxel exactly once. Nonetheless, the order of voxel updates may vary across different iterations. For CT image reconstruction, experimental results have indicated that selecting voxels in random order provides significantly faster convergence than raster order, as the correlation between successive updates is reduced [2]. Therefore, the random update order is typically used in the conventional ICD algorithm. The ICD algorithm further speeds up convergence by focusing computation on regions of the image that contain fine detail, such as edges [25]. When a voxel is chosen for update, the reconstruction edge mask is first checked and updates are calculated only for the masked voxels.

### 3. Improving sequential execution

Good single core performance is essential for overall good parallel algorithm performance. In this section, we discuss the concept of the super-voxel (SV) and how SVs and the super-voxel buffer (SVB) can improve the locality and performance of the image reconstruction algorithm.

#### 3.1 Super-voxels

A SV is a group of voxels that are contiguous in the image space and whose measurement data (from scanners) is likely to be close together in sinogram memory. Thus, operating on the data for these voxels is likely to increase temporal and spatial locality.

An initial question is what voxels should be in a SV? To answer this question, the forward projection [12] of a set of voxels can be used to determine where in the sinogram space the corresponding data values lie. For example, Figure 3(a) shows the forward projection for a square SV. At each view angle $\theta$, we record the SV’s projection on a rotating sensor array. The more sensor channels that detect a projection at that view angle, the more measurement data that will be in that view in the sinogram space. In addition, brighter points (more yellow and white) in the sinogram space indicate higher levels of data reuse in the SV. From Figure 3(b), we can see that a circular SV is the ideal choice for the SV shape because it will have the least amount of measurement data and the highest data reuse. Circular SVs, however, do not tessellate the

---

2 This result holds if the sinogram is formed by a dense sampling of views at all angles.
image space. Consequently, circular SVs must have a large amount of overlap to fully cover the image space, leading to excessive computations on voxels in multiple overlapping SVs. At the same time, SVs of a different shape, which tessellate the image space with no overlap, will also lead to excessive computation because the algorithmic convergence could be adversely affected by SV boundaries.

To overcome these flaws, we use square SVs and a two phase convergence mechanism. With square SVs, data reuse is less compared to circular SVs, as can be seen in the forward projection for the square SV in Figure 3(a). Nonetheless, having each voxel belong to a single SV and eliminating redundant computations more than compensates for this disadvantage. Figure 4 illustrates the SV layout used to achieve the two phase convergence. In Figure 4(a), each phase of SVs of side length 6 provides a full covering of the image space while adjacent SVs overlap at the boundaries. This introduces limited redundant computations but it is compensated for by having faster algorithmic convergence. In Figure 4(b), the image on the left shows a SV in Phase 1 and the image on the right shows the same SV in Phase 2, but with a diagonal displacement of 1. All SVs in the odd iterations of the algorithm use Phase 1 while SVs in the even iterations use Phase 2. Both overlapping adjacent SVs and fixed distance phase change ensure more rapid algorithmic convergence at SV boundaries. The detailed convergence analysis is shown in Figure 9 of the Experimental Results Section 5.

3.2 Super-voxel buffers

As discussed above, SVs improve performance in part by reducing data cache misses. Additional improvements can be achieved by improving the ability of the hardware to perform prefetching. Hardware prefetching (or just prefetching) is performed by modern processors when they can recognize one or more sequences of accessed data, typically with accesses of the form $i \pm k$ for a linear sequence of is. When such a sequence is recognized, the hardware predicts memory locations that will be accessed soon and prefetches them into cache before they are needed. SVs do not improve the prefetch rate because most SVs are not centered in the image and therefore the corresponding measurement data for the SV is in a sinusoidal band with access patterns that are not recognized by the prefetcher. Figure 5 graphically illustrates this band pattern in which a red block represents the SV to be updated in the image space and sinogram entries related to this block are illustrated as a yellow band in the sinogram space.

In creating a super-voxel buffer (SVB), the memory accesses in the yellow band in Figure 5 are copied into the SVB shown in the same figure. The SVB lays out the SV data so that memory accesses follow a “straight line” pattern that is ideal both for hardware prefetching and ensuring that a prefetched cache line contains entirely, or almost entirely, useful data. The sinogram band can be approximated as a band sine function while the SVB is a straight band. Therefore, the transformation from the sinogram band to SVB can be described as the inverse function of the sinogram band’s sine function.

Theoretical analysis of SVB access patterns indicates that the average number of consecutive memory locations accessed in the SVB for a single voxel update along the view direction, denoted $Run_{SVB}$, is given by

$Run_{SVB} \approx 2N_v / R,$  

where $N_v$ is the number of views and $R$ is the side length of the square SV. For images with square SVs with 13 voxels along each side and 720 views, it can be shown analytically that the average run length of data is 110. Alternatively, if the entire image is one SV (i.e., the SV concept is not used), then $Run_{SVB} \approx 1$ so that on average only a single value of data can be read in sequence in the SVB for a voxel update. A more thorough analysis about the impact of SVBs on performance is given in Section 5, showing an average tenfold increase of the prefetch hit rate.

The detailed SV and SVB implementation is summarized in Algorithm 2 (SV-ICD/SVB). We first tessellate the image space by using the two phase convergence mechanism, and then update voxels sequentially within each SV. In addition, we use two SVBs, called $SVB_e$ and $SVB_d$, to store $e$ (the error term) and $d$ (the diagonal entries of the weight matrix), respectively, because we need to access both of them in the ICD algorithm. At the end of the Algorithm 2, revised memory data are copied back from the SVB to $e$. No data are copied from an SVB to $d$ because it is not modified in Algorithm 1.

4. Improving parallel execution

In this section, we first discuss different levels of possible parallelism in high performance CT image reconstruction.
Hierarchical Parallelism Achieving a high degree of parallelization is extremely important for high performance CT reconstruction. For any number of CPU cores used in the image reconstruction, sufficient parallelism is needed to efficiently use the cores. For future work with GPUs and large clusters, thousands of cores will need to be kept busy. We have identified the four major levels of parallelism listed below.

1. Intra-voxel parallelism: parallelism within the update of a single voxel.
2. Intra-SV parallelism: parallelism across the updates of multiple voxels in a single SV.
3. Inter-SV parallelism: parallelism across multiple SVs in a single image.
4. Inter-slice parallelism: parallelism of multiple slices (images) of a single 3D reconstruction.

Among these 4 levels of parallelism, inter-slice parallelism is widely used by others, e.g. [9, 19, 24, 26]. In a 400 slice reconstruction, at least 200 slices can be processed in parallel with little or no communication required among processes. The data vectorization in computing Equation (3) and (4) in Section 2.2 can be considered to be an example of intra-voxel parallelism since it parallelizes multiple data operations in a single voxel update. Moreover, GCD [10] can be taken as an exemplary intra-SV parallelism where the entire image is considered to be a single SV.

Inter-SV parallelism (with each SV containing more than one voxel) has fewer conflicts on shared data than intra-SV parallelism, reduced communication overhead and sufficient work to keep every core busy. Intuitively, fewer conflicts mean that inter-SV parallelism allows each core to have more work to do before a possible multicore communication. In addition, the frequency of communication is also reduced proportionally to the SV size.

Moreover, these four major levels of parallelism are largely orthogonal, so that the total number of parallel operations increases as the product of the number of parallel threads in each level. This is important because the number of cores in modern computing systems is rapidly increasing with each new generation of device. Hence, keeping all these cores efficiently busy is a crucial requirement for fast efficient MBIR. In addition, it is also important to note that these four levels of parallelisms are hierarchical since one slice is a set of SVs and each SV is a set of voxels.

The challenges of parallelism The fundamental challenge in a parallel MBIR is the trade-off between cache locality and parallelism discussed in Section 1. Because of the sinusoidal nature of voxel traces in the sinogram space, it can be shown analytically that any two traces are guaranteed to have at least one intersection, as illustrated in Figure 2. We call those voxels whose traces have many intersections “strongly coupled voxels” and those voxels whose traces have few intersections “loosely coupled voxels”.

Strongly coupled voxels have more shared measurement data in the sinogram and take advantage of the cache locality, but the algorithmic convergence will be slower. Algorithm 3 (the GCD algorithm) uses one kind of intra-SV parallelism and violates dependencies from the update of ϵ in step 7 to its use in step 3 of the algorithm. This violation of dependencies leads to a correct answer because of the convergent nature of the algorithm, but it will converge much more slowly, i.e., it will require more voxel updates and computations. In addition, a more fundamental limitation comes from the significant waiting time for a lock in GCD. As we can see from Algorithm 3, every voxel update has a lock waiting overhead. This lock contention is a significant overhead in parallel executions.

On the other hand, loosely coupled voxels have less shared measurement data in the sinogram and therefore cache locality suffers. However, the algorithmic convergence will be faster because the voxel traces have fewer intersections. In the case of the GCD algorithm, a common solution to this problem is to iterate over the voxels such that widely separated voxels are simultaneously updated (see [10]) and therefore there are fewer intersections in the voxel traces. Although this will also lead to better parallel performance because the lock waiting overhead is reduced, the cache locality is reduced because there is little sharing of measurement data.

Our solution In this section, we describe our parallel SV ICD algorithm, called PSV-ICD. It uses inter-SV parallelism and maintains both good cache locality and good parallel performance. To speed up convergence, we operate on multiple SVs that are far apart in the image space, similar to what GCD does with voxels. The distance between these SVs also minimizes interference and lock contention resulting from simultaneous SVs update. Each SV has its own SVB, and within a SV updates are performed sequentially, as in Section 3, ensuring good cache locality. We call the technique with multiple SVs and SVBs Augmented SVB. Algorithm 4 shows the detailed implementation of this parallel SV algorithm (PSV-ICD). In the beginning of the program, each computing core is assigned with one SV in step 4, and then each core creates its own SVB, denoted $SVB^k$ for the $k^{th}$ SV, by copying needed memory accesses into private, local per-core caches in step 5.

**Algorithm 2 SV-ICD/SVB (G, e, d)**

**INPUT:** G: a CT image consisting of voxels. d: diagonal entries of weighing matrix.

**OUTPUT:** e: error term

**LOCAL:** SVB, SVB, SVBs store local memory accesses

1. Initialize e and create a tessellating SVs set P
2. for super-voxel $a \in P$
3. $SVB_e, SVB_d \leftarrow \emptyset$
4. for each view $\theta$ in the sinogram do
5. $SVB_e \leftarrow Copy e$ from sinogram to SVB
6. $SVB_d \leftarrow Copy d$ from sinogram to SVB
7. end for
8. for super-voxel $a \in P$
9. for Voxel $u_j \in a$
10. Voxel Update($j, u, SVB_e, SVB_d$)
11. end for
12. end for
13. for each view $\theta$ in the sinogram do
14. $e \leftarrow Copy SVB_e$ from SVB to sinogram
15. end for
16. end for
17. if image not converged then
18. SVs set P shifts phase. Go back to step 2.
19. end if

**Algorithm 3 GCD (voxelSet, e)**

1. for each voxel $u_j$ in the voxelSet do in parallel
2. $u_j \leftarrow u_j$
3. $\theta_1 \leftarrow Compute$ as in Equation (3)
4. $\theta_2 \leftarrow Compute$ as in Equation (4)
5. $u_j \leftarrow \arg\min_{\epsilon \geq 0} \{\theta_1 + f(r, u_j)\}$
6. lock
7. $e \leftarrow e + A_{ij}(u_j - \hat{u}_j)$
8. unlock
9. end for
10. if image not converged then
11. Go back to step 1.
12. end if

The challenges of parallelism The fundamental challenge in a parallel MBIR is the trade-off between cache locality and parallelism discussed in Section 1. Because of the sinusoidal nature of voxel traces in the sinogram space, it can be shown analytically that any two traces are guaranteed to have at least one intersection, as illustrated in Figure 2. We call those voxels whose traces have many intersections “strongly coupled voxels” and those voxels whose traces have few intersections “loosely coupled voxels”.

Strongly coupled voxels have more shared measurement data in the sinogram and take advantage of the cache locality, but the algorithmic convergence will be slower. Algorithm 3 (the GCD algorithm) uses one kind of intra-SV parallelism and violates dependencies from the update of $\epsilon$ in step 7 to its use in step 3 of the algorithm. This violation of dependencies leads to a correct answer because of the convergent nature of the algorithm, but it will converge much more slowly, i.e., it will require more voxel updates and computations. In addition, a more fundamental limitation comes from the significant waiting time for a lock in GCD. As we can see from Algorithm 3, every voxel update has a lock waiting overhead. This lock contention is a significant overhead in parallel executions.

On the other hand, loosely coupled voxels have less shared measurement data in the sinogram and thus cache locality suffers. However, the algorithmic convergence will be faster because the voxel traces have fewer intersections. In the case of the GCD algorithm, a common solution to this problem is to iterate over the voxels such that widely separated voxels are simultaneously updated (see [10]) and therefore there are fewer intersections in the voxel traces. Although this will also lead to better parallel performance because the lock waiting overhead is reduced, the cache locality is reduced because there is little sharing of measurement data.

Our solution In this section, we describe our parallel SV ICD algorithm, called PSV-ICD. It uses inter-SV parallelism and maintains both good cache locality and good parallel performance. To speed up convergence, we operate on multiple SVs that are far apart in the image space, similar to what GCD does with voxels. The distance between these SVs also minimizes interference and lock contention resulting from simultaneous SVs update. Each SV has its own SVB, and within a SV updates are performed sequentially, as in Section 3, ensuring good cache locality. We call the technique with multiple SVs and SVBs Augmented SVB. Algorithm 4 shows the detailed implementation of this parallel SV algorithm (PSV-ICD). In the beginning of the program, each computing core is assigned with one SV in step 4, and then each core creates its own SVB, denoted $SVB^k$ for the $k^{th}$ SV, by copying needed memory accesses into private, local per-core caches in step 5.
The augmented SVB, illustrated in Figure 6, enables inter-SV parallelism. Because multiple SVs are being operated on simultaneously, pressure on shared caches is increased. Tuning the size of the SVs can control the pressure, and the multiple SVBs allow each core to access its data without interfering with other cores. A direct benefit of this is reduced contention on shared memory locations that are being updated. Another benefit is a reduction in both false and true sharing on caches. Shown in Figure 8 (c), this algorithm, on average, leads to a significant 187X speedup on 20 cores over the baseline ICD. The algorithm also uses the same two phase design described in Section 3.1, resulting in convergences as fast as the sequential algorithm, as seen in Figure 9 of the Experimental Results section.

The challenge with inter-SV parallelism is that the SVBs for different SVs will overlap in the sinogram domain, as shown in Figure 6. This means the individual SVBs’ data must be combined into the full sinogram at the end of SV updates. At the end of SV updates, each SVB contains updated sinogram data for the kth SV only. A simple solution, such as the lock and unlock used in Algorithm 3, will not work for simultaneous SV updates since if a SV updates the full sinogram without taking into account updates by other SVs, the other SVs’ updates will be overwritten and lost. In order to solve this problem, we create a second SVB error buffer for each SV. This error buffer, denoted \( SVB^{e,k}_{\Delta e} \), is initialized to 0 and all changes of data relative to \( k^{th} \) SV are made to this buffer only. When SV \( k \) has been updated, the sinogram data changes kept in \( SVB^{k}_{\Delta e} \) are atomically added to the full sinogram, updating and not overwriting the result. In addition to combining individual SVBs’ data into the full sinogram, this approach can also significantly reduce lock waiting time. Intrinsically, this approach reduces all of the local updates to one update to the full sinogram. By using this approach, voxel updates within a SV can be performed asynchronously while other SVs are being processed, so lock contention within a SV does not happen. The lock waiting overhead exists only after all voxels within a SV are updated. In Algorithm 4, \( SVB^{k}_{\Delta e} \) is created in step 8 after all voxels in the SV are updated and it represents the additions of data made to this buffer. At the end of the algorithm in step 10, these additions of data are atomically added back to the memory.

5. Experiment Results

In this section, we apply various CT image reconstruction algorithms to a benchmark data set containing 3200 test cases obtained from an Imatron C-300 scanner in the ALERT Task Order 3 (TO3) study [5]. Each slice in this data set has the following specification:

1. parallel beam projection;
2. 720 views uniformly distributed between 0 and 180 degrees;
3. 1024 channels uniformly sampled over the region of interest (ROI);
4. The size of the reconstructed image is 512 \( \times \) 512.

Figure 7 is an example slice in the data set reconstructed by both FBP and MBIR. Notice that MBIR has much higher image quality with less noise in the smooth region of this slice. We choose this data set because it has been confirmed as the standard CT data set in ALERT task order efforts and the number of views, channels and selected image resolution for this data set are typical of real image scanners.

To summarize our empirical results, Table 1 lists detailed results. Because the baseline ICD, SV-ICD/SVB and PSV-ICD do not update all voxels (see Section 2 and [26]) in each iteration, we measure convergence using equivalent iterations or equits. Each N voxel updates, where N is the number of voxels in the image, is one equit. In addition, we evaluate algorithmic convergence by measuring the root-mean-square error (RMSE) in Hounsfield age, is one equit. In addition, we evaluate algorithmic convergence by measuring the root-mean-square error (RMSE) in Hounsfield Units. In ALERT the results of the fully converged reconstruction after approximately 2 equits. In extensive experimentation in the past, we have found that an RMSE of less than 10 HU consistently results in high quality reconstructions with little or no visible convergence artifacts. Therefore, all reconstructions in this table are converged to reach less than 10 HU of RMSE. All data in this table was collected on a node containing two standard 2.6 GHz clock rate Intel Processors Xeon-E5 2660 v3 with 10 cores. Each core has an L1 data cache of size 32 KB and an L2 cache of 256 KB. Each core also has a shared L3 cache of 25 MB. All of the algorithms in the experimental results have been implemented in OpenMP using the Intel C++ Compiler version 15.0.3.187 and

\(^3\) The Hounsfield Unit (HU) is a CT measurement unit of the object’s radio density comparing with the radio density of distilled water.
SIMD pragmas to specify parallelization and data vectorization. In addition, optimization level -O3 was used in compiling codes. The baseline ICD refers to the conventional ICD algorithm discussed in Section 2.2 with 1 core. The baseline code is accessible at https://engineering.purdue.edu/bouman/software/tomography/mbirt/ [15] and is used by researchers in many real-world applications, for example, [13, 14, 19]. The SV reconstruction in this table uses square SVs of side length 13 because it is empirically shown to be the best choice for the SV size for this processor.

To better understand and quantify our results, we use a very simple model of computation time given below. The computation time given below is the average computation time per slice and the parallel performance within each slice, since this is considered to be the most difficult case.

$$T_r = \frac{N_F N_e}{O_F E_F}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where:

1. $T_r$ = average actual reconstruction time.
2. $N_F$ = average number of single precision billion floating point operations (GFLOP) per equit.
3. $N_e$ = average number of equits required for reconstruction.
4. $O_F$ = average theoretical single precision GFLOP per second of CPU.
5. $E_F$ = average GFLOP efficiency. $E_F$ is the ratio of $T_{opt}$ to $T_r$ where $T_{opt}$ is the theoretical seconds given 100% GFLOP efficiency.

Using this framework, Table 1 quantifies the result of our experiments on 3200 slices in the TO3 data set. Notice that we achieved over 187 speedup, on average, over the single core baseline algorithm by using the PSV-ICD algorithm on a node with 2 Intel Xeon E5 processors with 20 computing cores in total. The maximum and minimum speedup on 20 cores was 243 and 160.

Importantly, by comparing column 3 with column 2, we can also see that almost 14.5 speedup on average comes from the improved sequential code GFLOP efficiency $E_F$. This is directly a result of both the SV design and the SVB design, for the SV design increases the temporal locality of cache uses and the SVB design increases the hardware prefetching rate. Figure 8(a) shows L1, L2 and L3 cache level data cache miss rate in the same experiment. The L2 data cache miss rate decreases significantly from 75% to 17%, on average. Nevertheless, there is a minor cache miss increase at the L3 level because of the large amount of memory copies in steps 5, 6 and 14 in Algorithm 2. This trend is more obvious with the number of cores increases. Figure 8(b) shows L1, L2 and L3 cache level data cache miss rate of PSV-ICD at different number of cores. With more cores and more memory copies, L3 cache miss rate slowly increases from 13% at 1 core to 19% at 20 cores. However at the same time, the existence of augmented SVB also decreases the L2 cache miss rate from 17% at 1 core to 10% at 20 cores.

In addition, the L2 cache prefetching also contributes to the L2 cache miss rate reduction. Baseline ICD has 0.14% prefetch rate, 3.6% prefetch hit rate for its L2 cache prefetcher on average. PSV-ICD (20 cores) L2 prefetch rate increases to 0.94% and its prefetch hit rate is 33.6% on average. We can observe that both the prefetch rate and the prefetch hit rate significantly improve when using SVBs. L1 and L3 prefetch rates are not measured because the Intel Haswell microarchitecture has no event type that can directly measure them.

These reductions in the data cache miss and prefetch hit rate increases have a direct effect on $E_F$, the processor floating point operations efficiency. If we compare column 2 and column 3 in Table 1, $E_P$ increases by 14.5 times on average but $E_F$ drops somewhat when the number of cores increases. At 20 cores, $E_F$ is 9 times higher than the baseline ICD’s despite the lost parallel efficiency from multicore communication cost and waiting on locks. For serial Baseline ICD, there is no multicore communication cost or lock waiting overhead. At 20 cores, however, PSV-ICD spends 53% its time on lock waiting overhead. To help us understand the single core performance better, Figure 8(c) shows $E_F$ at different numbers of cores when the multicore communication cost and lock waiting overhead are not accounted for. We can see that PSV-ICD maintains good single core performance when the number of cores increases.

Results showing PSV-ICD parallel computations strong scaling speedup can be found in Figure 8(d). The important result of
Table 1: Table of performance measurement for all algorithms discussed in this paper. Column 2 is the baseline ICD code. Column 3 is SV-ICD/SVB. Columns 4-6 are PSV-ICD with 4 cores, 16 cores and 20 cores respectively. Note that row 6, $T_{opt}$, is the average actual reconstruction time and row 8 is the speedup of $T_r$ at 20 cores comparing with the sequential baseline ICD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Baseline ICD</th>
<th>SV-ICD/SVB</th>
<th>PSV-ICD(4)</th>
<th>PSV-ICD(16)</th>
<th>PSV-ICD(20)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$O_P$ (GFLOP)</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>1331</td>
<td>1664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_P$ (GFLOP)</td>
<td>18.32</td>
<td>18.38</td>
<td>18.38</td>
<td>18.38</td>
<td>18.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_P$ (efficiency)</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
<td>3.34%</td>
<td>3.70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_r$ (sec)</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{opt}$ (sec)</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speedup</td>
<td>16.86X</td>
<td>45.17X</td>
<td>140.55X</td>
<td>187.40X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8(a) PSV-ICD (1 core) and Baseline ICD’s data cache miss rate at different levels of cache. Figure 8(b) PSV-ICD data cache miss rate up to 20 cores. BS (c) PSV-ICD’s average GFLOP efficiency given no communication overhead or lock wait time.

(d) PSV-ICD’s parallel performance strong scaling speedup at different square SV side lengths.

(e) PSV-ICD strong scaling efficiency at different square SV side lengths.

(f) PSV-ICD strong scaling efficiency at different square SV side lengths.

Figure 8

This figure is that the speedup is almost linear in the number of cores. This shows that PSV-ICD and augmented SVB is an efficient method for parallelizing the updates of multiple SVs. PSV-ICD has an advantage in both cache locality and lock wait overhead. In various experiments on PSV-ICD speedup, SV size has a significant fundamental impact on the speedup. Figure 8(e) records PSV-ICD speedup at different square SV side lengths. Since a SV is a group of voxels in the shape of a square in the image space, a SV side length of 9 corresponds to a size of 81 voxels in the SV for example. From Figure 8(e), we can see that SV side length of 13 has the best performance at 20 cores with a speedup of 187. Both increasing SV and decreasing the SV size will hamper its parallel performance. A too large SV size will definitely increase cache pressures and reduce the cache hit rate. At the same time, a too small SV size increases parallel communications frequency and lock waiting overhead. In step 10 of Algorithm 4, VTune analyzer shows that PSV-ICD with SV side length of 9 spends more than 72% of its time on waiting for locks when running on 20 cores. PSV-ICD with SV side length of 13, however, is able to reduce lock waiting time to 53% when running on 20 cores.

Figure 8(f) shows PSV-ICD strong scaling parallel efficiency performance at different SV side lengths. The numerator in the efficiency calculation is the sequential version of PSV-ICD. The denominator is the parallel version of PSV-ICD multiplied by the number of cores. PSV-ICD with SV side length of 3 drops its efficiency quickly because of waiting for locks when the number of cores increases. This also explains why GCD and PSV-ICD have such dramatic performance differences in parallel computations. GCD can be viewed as Inter-SV parallelism with only one voxel in each SV. Having a too small SV size will dramatically increase the lock wait time when the number of cores increases. On the other hand, PSV-ICD with SV side length of 21 reduces the lock wait time but has a much steeper parallel efficiency drop compared with SV side length of 13 because of the reduced cache hit rate from
the large SV size. In addition, Figure 8(b) also accounts for the efficiency lost from parallel executions. It takes about 5 seconds from 1 core sequential code to 1 core parallel code because PSV-ICD has the parallel atomic operations at step 10 in Algorithm 4, which the sequential code does not have. That explains why the parallel efficiency drops faster in the first few cores and then drops slower for more cores.

The PSV-ICD algorithm’s convergence rate is also a point of interest. In this benchmark of 3200 test cases, we require all algorithms to converge fully, so as to have a better understanding of their convergence. Our results indicate that our PSV-ICD can converge to a RMSE of 8 HU after 4.1 equits on average on the benchmark data set. In addition, we did not observe a significant change in the convergence rate for PSV-ICD versus the baseline ICD algorithm. Figure 9(a) shows a plot of RMSE versus equits for PSV-ICD (1 core). For the two-phase convergence mechanism, we note that convergence is slower when using circular SVs than with square SVs. Square SVs generally maintain the same convergence speed as the baseline ICD algorithm although it converges faster in the initial equits.

Figure 9(b) shows the convergence speed of baseline ICD and PSV-ICD with different cores. Note that PSV-ICD in Figure 9(b) uses square SVs. The results show that PSV-ICD’s convergence speed (1 core) is no slower than the baseline ICD implementation and it even has a small edge in the initial equits. This advantage continues until after the fifth equit. As to the convergence plot of PSV-ICD (20 cores) algorithms, it is easy to see that the PSV-ICD algorithm initially suffers from overshoot due to the violation of dependencies discussed in the challenges of parallelism in Section 4. The robust convergence of MBIR, however, allows the PSV-ICD algorithm to self correct this inconsistency error in later equits. Starting from the second equit, the PSV-ICD algorithm converges as fast as SV-ICD. In addition, the convergence speed is not adversely affected by more parallel-computing units shown in the plot. PSV-ICD has the same convergence speed at 1 core and 20 cores.

6. The Broader Application to Other Domains

While this paper focuses on the problem of high-performance CT systems, the methodology we describe is applicable to a broad range of sensing problems that can be expressed in the form

\[
\hat{x} = \arg \min_x \{ \| y - Ax \| + S(x) \}
\]

where \( \hat{x} \) is the sensor output data, \( y \) is measurement data, \( S(x) \) is a stabilizing regularizer, \( A \) is a weighting matrix and \( x \) is an unstructured sparse matrix.

This sensor output data can be viewed as an image. In fact, most imaging problems can be put into the framework of equation (8). These include problems such as whole body CT, PET, or MRI imaging, transmission and scanning electron microscopy, synchrotron, neutron imaging, proton imaging and ultrasound imaging.

Nonetheless in many other cases, the data is simply a multidimensional array of quantitative measurements of the environment or an object under test. For many of these problems, also known as "compressive sensing problems," the objective is to sense some underlying state of the physical world from some indirect, noisy, sparse measurements and the stabilizing function, \( S(x) \) in equation 8, is typically taken to be an \( L_0 \) or \( L_1 \) norm. In recent years, there has been a great deal of interest in compressive sensing as a method for extracting high fidelity data from sparse measurements [6].

For the general problem of equation (8), the PSV-ICD algorithm provides a parallel framework for computing the compressive sensing problems efficiently. The traditional approach has been to find columns of \( A \) that are uncorrelated [11]. More specifically, if we define the correlation between columns to be

\[
cor(i,j) = \sum_{k=1}^{N} |A_{k,i}| \cdot |A_{k,j}|
\]

then the traditional approach is to find different columns \( i \) and \( j \) such that \( \text{cor}(i, j) = 0 \). Intuitively, when \( \text{cor}(i, j) = 0 \), the columns \( i \) and \( j \) share no values of \( y \) in common and the processing of these columns may be performed independently. This approach has been driven by the desire to find columns which lead to "embarrassingly parallel" processing tasks [10, 27]. Columns that
are uncorrelated, however, result in little or no memory reuse since both columns access completely different entries of the measurement data, \( y \). This means that the resulting algorithm is severely bounded by the memory access.

In this paper, we demonstrate that the PSV-ICD algorithm can achieve both parallelization and cache locality in the compressive sensing problems by breaking the common conviction. The approach of PSV-ICD is to select columns of \( i \) and \( j \) that maximize the value of \( \text{cor}(i, j) \) for each core. At the same time, however, the value of \( \text{cor}(i, j) \) for columns processed on different cores is minimized. In the framework of equation (8), an SV is a set of columns \( S \) such that for all \( i, j \in S \), \( \text{cor}(i, j) \) is large. A large value of \( \text{cor}(i, j) \) allows for a great deal of memory reuse since entries in \( y \) can be accessed many times for each core. This memory reuse can dramatically reduce cache miss rates and lead to much faster performance on a single core. Across different SVs, the cross SV correlation, \( \text{cor}(i, j) \), is small. A small value of \( \text{cor}(i, j) \) across different SVs allows for less parallelism and fewer lock contentsions. This balance between cache locality and parallelism is achieved through hierarchical parallelism, discussed in detail in Section 4.

7. Conclusion

While MBIR provides high quality image reconstructions and is agnostic to scanner geometries, it has been considered impractical because of its long running time. ICD is able to speed up convergence but parallelism has been viewed as being very limited and the data layout has made effective use of cache memories difficult. In this work, we have shown different levels of parallelism available in high performance CT reconstruction and that inter-SV parallelism can be effectively used by the PSV-ICD algorithm. Our experimental results have shown significant speedups and reduced running time by using PSV-ICD, making MBIR practical. We view this as a major breakthrough in making MBIR available for a wide range of applications.

We also note that we are still utilizing less than 6% of processor efficiency despite significant performance gains. Thus, future work will focus not only on scaling these applications to a large number of processors by utilizing other levels of parallelism, but also towards further increasing processor efficiency.
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